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S.. Hemaneh





M E E T  T H E  A R T I S T S

                                        is a collaborative collage laboratory founded in 2021 by
allison anne (Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA) and Jeremy P. Bushnell (Dedham,

Massachusetts, USA).They produce layered, abstract work that utilizes
systematic parameters, creative rulesets, chance operations, and collaborative

interplay as tools for radically reimagining a collection of images, texts,
ephemera, and detritus, drawn from centuries of cultural accretion and

mechanical reproduction.  Together, they support the expansion of the public
domain, cast a critical eye on the mechanisms of capitalized acquisition, aspire
to produce convivial tools for the making of art, and work to make these tools

accessible to all.

Morphic Rooms 

James Knight                                         is a writer and artist. His visual poems have been widely
anthologised and exhibited in various locations, real and virtual, including the

Poetry Cafe in London, Poem Atlas and Mellom Press. Recent publications
include Rites & Passages (Salò Press), Bloods Dream (Beir Bua Press) and The
Murderer Threatened (Paper View Books). He runs Steel Incisors, a small press

dedicated to innovative visual poetry. Twitter: @badbadpoet. Website:
thebirdking.com. Instagram: @jkbirdking

                                 (@chrisdboyland) is a [d]eaf experimental/visual poet who
lives in Cumbernauld, near Glasgow and whose work has been widely

published in a variety of journals, magazines and anthologies. His pamphlets
are: ‘User Stories’ (Stewed Rhubarb, 2020) and ‘Vessel’ (Red Squirrel, 2022). A

first collection of experimental/visual poetry (‘Smc_’) is forthcoming with Steel
Incisors and his debut, full-length collection of poems will be published by Blue

Diode in 2023.

cd Boyland

                                     , the fainéant-manqué, uses notebooks . . . and ekes by a
pencil.

@shineballard
 

Shine Ballard

. . .



M E E T  T H E  A R T I S T S

                                              is a queer poet, bookseller and magical practitioner. He
grew up on an Island and still lives by the sea on the south coast of the UK. His

conventional poetry has been published in Ambit, Magma, Lighthouse, The
Dark Horse, Orbis, The Interpreter's House and other places. He writes about
landscape, trauma, memory, and magic. He conjures spirits. @BooksnMagic

Callum James

When not busy practicing ballet steps or petting their cat,                              
 (they/she) is likely writing poems about oddly specific emotional experiences.

Originally from Beaumont, Texas, but now studying Drama and Creative
Writing at NYU, they love to express their creativity in the ways that feel

completely fulfilling. Her wish is that her poems can help you feel a little more
alive, and a little less alone. They can be found on Instagram @corinnerenick

and Twitter @nbpersephone.

Corinne Renick

                                  is a Philadelphia based writer and filmmaker, who currently
works in a library. He is the author of the books automatic message (Free Lines
Press), combustible panoramic twists (Trainwreck Press), Pointillistic Venetian

Blinds (Alien Buddha Press) and Vagabond fragments of a hole (Schism
Neuronics). He has had numerous pieces published in various journals including
Otoliths, M58, Don’t Submit!, BlazeVOX, RASPUTIN, Ink Pantry, Nauseated Drive,

Anamorphoseis Magazine, and experiential-experimental-literature. You can
find links to his published work at joshuamartinwriting.blogspot.com

Joshua Martin

                             is a short-form poet and asemic writer living in Calgary.  His
most recent chapbook, One Letter Poems, can be acquired from the author at

davidlread@gmail.com.  Dave's work can also be found on his blog,
davereadpoetry.blogspot.com. 

Dave Read
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